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Late December 2019, when I booked train tickets for my trip to Mainland China — to spend 

Chinese New Year there — I had also planned a full ten-day schedule to visit Guangzhou, Foshan 

and Shunde, cities in the Pearl River Delta not far from Hong Kong. Part of that visit, in addition 

to attending rituals and gatherings with family and friends, was to meet up with both long-term 

and newly acquainted interlocutors for my ongoing research. I had not expected to have all those 

plans go down the drain in no time.  

 

In January 2020, news about a new coronavirus in Wuhan went viral on Wechat, the most popular 

social media platform in Mainland China. This coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease that it 

would cause (COVID-19) reminded many people in this part of the world of the Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). SARS broke out in 2003, also around Chinese New Year time, in 

southern China. Hong Kong had the second highest SARS death toll (299), behind only Mainland 

China (349). According to my local colleagues, SARS was a traumatic experience for many Hong 

Kongers. As news about COVID-19 spread from Mainland China to Hong Kong, many local 

residents immediately started to wear and stock up on masks. Chinese New Year fairs, which used 

to draw huge crowds in the past, had only scanty visitors. 

 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1111%2Fciso.12264&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2020-04-22
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I was not particularly alert or alarmed about COVID-19, even though I had also lived through the 

SARS outbreak. At the time I was in graduate school in Guangzhou. Society went through a short 

period of panic due to a lack of reliable information and clear instructions. The government told 

residents to reduce social interactions and avoid leaving home, but schools and businesses did not 

shut down, and I never wore a mask. The situation appeared to be under control fairly soon, and, 

now, neither my interlocutors nor I remember SARS to be particularly traumatic.  

 

For COVID-19, initial news did not prevent tens of thousands of local residents from visiting the 

annual flower markets in Guangzhou, a ritual for the locals and a prelude to Chinese New Year 

celebrations. However, as Wuhan began lockdown on January 23, the situation in south China 

changed rapidly. On the train from Hong Kong to Guangzhou, every passenger, me included, had 

a mask on. Guangzhou had never been so quiet before: from the train terminal to the streets, 

everywhere was void of crowds. The flower markets closed earlier than scheduled. Reputed hotels 

and restaurants, typically requiring advance reservations (over a month ahead) this time of year, 

were mostly empty. There were also tight measures in place during my stay. From hotels to 

restaurants and cafes, wearing a mask and having one’s temperature taken became standard 

practice. Schools, which had been suspended, postponed resumption. Lockdown was imposed on 

residential complexes; outsider access was restricted, and residents were limited from going out. 

On January 28, Chief Executive of Hong Kong Carrie Lam announced that all through trains 

between Hong Kong and Guangzhou were to be suspended starting January 30. I scrambled to 

change my ticket, packed up, and left Guangzhou on the next day in haste. Not one empty seat 

could be found on that train, and, sitting in mine, I felt as if I was one of the millions of people that 
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fled Wuhan before the city closed down, and, where they went, were greeted with accusations for 

bringing and spreading the virus. 

 

The two-hour train ride from Guangzhou to Hong Kong felt in some ways as if it transported me 

back in time. On the Mainland side, tension was rife in the air, with streets already deserted and 

checkpoints set up inside the train station to supervise, monitor, and police everyone. It felt like 

Hong Kong trailed behind in its response: the same tension was not felt when I got off the train 

there, I passed border control without additional health-related monitoring, and the street that I 

then went into abounded with cars and pedestrians — not as many as there used to be but 

nonetheless a considerable amount. It wasn’t until several days later that self-quarantine at home 

was required for anyone entering from the Mainland. Decisions to cancel classroom meetings, 

moving teaching and learning online to resume semester, were made days after similar 

measurements had been put in effect in nearby cities in the Mainland. I am by no means suggesting 

that China’s measures to counter the virus should become standard for others to follow. In fact, 

many of those measures ought to be carefully documented, investigated, gauged and debated for 

their efficacy and influence on multiple fronts. However, I couldn’t help but feel that, in terms of 

response to counter the epidemic, coming in from the Mainland to Hong Kong, I was re-living 

history. 

 

As time passed, that sense of deja vu faded, giving way to other forms of conflict that were 

becoming more prominent. Discord and divisions, which ran deep in society, found a quick excuse 

— as means to protect the public in times of crisis — to surface. In everyday conversations and 

some local newspapers, something simple as having a mask on or not was used as a marker to 
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separate “irresponsible” Westerners from rule-abiding locals (Chinese). Some restaurants even 

announced they would serve only local customers, “to protect themselves and other locals from 

Mainlanders.” This perception of Mainlanders as the contaminated, toxic other had incremented 

since Hong Kong’s 1997 handover, as relationships between Hong Kong and the Mainland 

gradually soured due to changing political and economic dynamics.  In the previous autumn, 

protests that lasted for seven months had heightened the antagonistic attitude of many local Hong 

Kongers toward Mainland China and its citizens, and anti-China, Sinophobic sentiment and 

practices became acceptable to many Hong Kongers. To them, it was now justifiable for restaurants 

to deny Mainland customers, in the name of protecting the locals from the virus. 

 

Social distancing affects lives as it often reinforces and even exacerbates existing power 

relationships, dynamics and problems. Working and learning online from home are forms of social 

distancing, and they bring a lot of stress to people. Most residents of Hong Kong inhabit very small 

apartments; many people have little or no personal space at home. Having to stay, work, learn, 

play at home means personal spaces have to be shared, but they often do not overlap in harmony; 

they collide and clash — within the same space one person might try to focus while another might 

be looking to let off the steam of boredom. In poorer families, several members might have to take 

turns or even fight over using a single computer, or children might have to borrow their parents’ 

smartphones for online learning. All this makes working, learning, playing and staying at home 

particularly challenging. Many professional women with children find the combination of working 

and schooling their children at home especially tough. This is often compounded by the fact that 

online teaching arrangements have often built upon the assumption that a housewife would be 

there to handle both the technological and curricular demands — from downloading tasks, pressing 
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the right button, to explaining material to the children and helping them with assignments. For 

these professional women, the weight of their double shift is amplified by the sense of being 

trapped at home. 

 

For foreign domestic helpers, most of whom having come from either the Philippines or Indonesia, 

social distancing adds isolation to their already alienating lives. They are legally required to live 

with their employers. They usually have only Sundays off, and many would take the opportunity 

to meet up with friends and/or go to church/mosque. Fearing the highly contagious disease, some 

families forbid their domestic helpers to leave home on Sundays. Moreover, according to an on-

the-site survey done by an NGO for domestic helpers, many of them have reported increased 

workload, including unreasonable amounts of cleaning work in addition to other household chores 

they have to do, and/or queuing for a long time to buy masks, hand sanitizers and other 

disinfectants, food, and toilet paper/paper towels for the household. 

 

While many find themselves trapped at home, others continue to have to go to work every day. 

Masks becomes one of very few items they can use to protect themselves in crowded places such 

as inside a bus or the subway. At my office, the cleaning lady told me that in February she had to 

pay almost ten times the usual price for masks; she had to buy them anyway, as they were the only 

way she and her daughter could continue to go to work. In February and March, many people 

queued in the cold for hours, with the hope of getting their hands on five or ten masks from stores 

that had very limited supplies, and many would leave empty-handed. Such actions seemed to 

directly defeat its purpose — to protect oneself from getting infected. 
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Since last year, the Hong Kong economy has been dealt a double blow — first the protests of last 

fall, then COVID-19. In this city with the world’s most expensive real estate, businesses have 

started to let go employees, and small businesses are beginning to fold. In such dire times, having 

a supply of masks to come to work with and make people nearby feel safe, for people such as my 

office’s cleaning lady, have become critical for anyone who wishes to keep their job. 

 

Neil Brenner (2014) once used the term “planetary urbanization” to highlight how the predatory 

project of urbanization has colonized not just peripheral and remote places but also human’s ways 

of understanding what is desirable and what is not. Ironically the term seems even more apt when 

applied in a sort of reversed way on the COVID-19 outbreak: how nature (particularly the bat that 

allegedly transferred the virus to human) has struck back through urban processes and connections, 

which few people can dissociate themselves from. On one hand, the pandemic shows how people, 

places, ideas, and things are deeply connected. On the other hand, the ways in which they are 

connected are shaped by and are shaping power structures and social relations of various scales. 

The outbreak in China, South Korea and other East Asian societies sent a warning to the rest of 

the world, yet very little action was taken in response to that warning to prepare people for the 

virus to spread to and cause outbreaks in other places. Information did travel, but, for many people 

and governments, the “East” remained remote, despite the time-space compression that we live in. 

 

COVID-19 developed into a full-fledged epidemic with such ferocity that caught everyone off 

guard, leaving us all scrambling to sort through confusing or even conflicting information, making 

sense of the government’s ever-changing policies and emergency measures, and dealing with all 

consequent changes and adjustments to our daily lives. Voices of medical experts and scientists 
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dominate the public sphere. Many of the official measures have been hastily put in place, and we 

have been given barely any chance to pause and question or debate their social, cultural and 

political implications. Some of these measures, seemingly put forth to protect lives, have stripped 

the “social” out of  “social existence,” reducing a diverse, vibrant society into something that 

resembles a military camp. As history has shown, without critical reflection and documentation, 

many measures that start off being “temporary” may eventually become routine. As technocrats 

are determined to stop the virus and win the war at whatever cost, are we reproducing, at the cost 

of imagining a different future, the human-against-nature modernist ideology that many urban 

scholars have long criticized? 
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